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Provides a fun and interactive coloring diary for 'tweens to keep about
themselves, with empowering art activities designed to build confidence and selfesteem in young girls.
Welcome to the Relaxing Magic coloring books for adults! ? 40 inspiring Doodles
designs Waiting your special touch for coloring. ? 10 professional coloring test to
help you get started on your coloring adventure. ? Use whatever art materials you
love-watercolors, colored pencils, markers, crayons, gel pens, or brush pens. ?
High-quality extra-thick paper resists bleed-through. ? When you're done, your art
can give this book as a gift your father, mother, sister, daughter, or wife,
husband... ? Discover 40 whimsical designs of doodle art. ? Notebook Doodles
Relaxing Magic coloring books for adults! Its empowering art statements are
designed specifically for the design-savvy tween who thinks kids' books are too
juvenile and mom's adult coloring books are too, well... adult! ?Inside this book,
youthful readers will discover 40 doodle encouraging, full-page, interactive art
activities that are just waiting to be filled with color. They'll also find a coloring test
art on basic techniques, inspiring color palettes, offers a boost in self-esteem
while you're having fun! Notebook Doodles Relaxing Magic coloring books for
adults!: Notebook Doodles Go Girl! Notebook Doodles Fabulous Fashion
Notebook Doodles Amazing Me! Notebook Doodles Color Swirl Notebook
Doodles Flowers Notebook Doodles Henna Style Notebook Doodles Adorable
Pets Notebook Doodles Peace, Love, and Music Notebook Doodles Superstar
Notebook Doodles Super Duper Coloring & Activity Book Notebook Doodles
Sweets & Treats Notebook Doodles Girl Power! Notebook Doodles Super Cute
Along with the motivating journals: Notebook Doodles Go Girl! Guided Journal
Notebook Doodles Flowers Journal: Lined Journal Notebook Doodles Fabulous
Fashion Guided Journal Notebook Doodles Peace Love and Music Guided
Journal The Notebook Doodles series is coloring perfected... for tweens!
Welcome to the happy, colorful world of Notebook Doodles, Inside Notebook
you'll find: - 69 inspiring Notebook designs of happy elephant waiting to be filled
with color - You can use all the implements you love - the pages stand up to
watercolors, colored pencils, markers, crayons, and gel pens -High-quality extrathick paper that won't bleed through
Tell your child how amazing they are! Drawing and writing help the right side of
the brain. Encourage their intuitive, creative, emotional, and thoughtful nature.
102 cream colored page composition notebook with drawing space 7.5 x 9.25
inches Soft matte paperback cover ? Visit the author link above for more unique
notebooks and coloring books
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Cute Unicorn Activity Journal to Write & Draw in!Journaling is One of the Best
Activities Young Children can Start. A Keepsake Memory Book for Special
Thoughts, Drawings, Ideas, Doodles, Stories throughout the Year. Fun Way to
Document Every Birthday Year and Watch the Development of Your Child, New
Interests, Friends, Activities and Hobbies. Encourage Children to Begin Now, to
Develop Good Writing and Journaling SkillsMatte finish Cover DesignPrinted on
White Paper100# paper stockTravel Size, Perfect Backpack Size 6" x 9", 100
Lined & Framed Pages for Writing, Drawing, Sketching, & Doodling!Unicorn
Emoji Birthday JournalFun, Practical & Unique Gift for the Birthday Girl!
24 completely unique unicorn coloring pages for kids ages 4-8!Unicorns are so
much fun to color because they lead such interesting, magical lives! They meet
princesses, dragons and mermaids. They visit castles and enchanted woodlands,
fly through stars and rainbow skies and even wind up in the Land of Sweets!
Share the fun and magic of unicorns with a special child! This coloring book is a
great non-screen activity to stimulate a child's creativity and imagination. It makes
a perfect gift!About this unicorn coloring book:* Contains 34 completely unique
coloring pages. There are NO duplicate images in this book.* The pages are
single-sided to prevent bleed-through, and so that pages can be removed and
displayed without losing an image on the back.* We have carefully designed
each page to be entertaining and suitable for children in the 4 to 8 year-old age
range. We have avoided overly-intricate designs as well as overly-simplistic
ones. We believe children of this age love coloring fun scenes that fire up their
imaginations, not a book full of simple shapes.* The pages are a nice, large
8.5x11 size.Magic Unicorns Coloring Book
24 pages of fun coloring books completely unique for children aged 4-8!Funny
books are fun to color because they have such magical, interesting lives! They
meet the princess, dragon and mermaid. They visit enchanting castles and
forests, fly through stars and rainbow skies and even curl up in Sweet Candy
Land! Share the joy and magic of a unicorn with a special child! This coloring
book is a great non-screen activity to stimulate your child's creativity and
imagination. It makes a perfect gift!About this hilarious coloring book:* Contains
24 completely unique coloring pages. There are NO duplicated images in this
book. The problem is that the image is smeared so we will leave 1 page and print
1 page so 12 pictures and 12 pages will be clean.* The page is one side to avoid
bleeding, and so the page can be removed and displayed without losing the
image on the back.* We have carefully designed each page to entertain and be
suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years old. We have avoided overly complicated
designs as well as very simple designs. We believe that children of this age like
to color hilarious scenes that arouse their imagination, not a simple book of
shapes.* Big, beautiful 8.5x11 pages.Magic funny coloring book
?????:???????????????????,??????,?????????????,?????,????,???,????,??,?????????
?????,????????????.
Part of our "Color Me Too" Interior Pages notebook series. The interior pages are
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record some thoughts and to color the light gray rose vines. This makes the notebook
great for everyday use or for use as a special notebook, such as, a wedding reception
(as a sign-in book or as a message to the couple) where you want to add a personal
touch. The notebook also works at parties or celebrations, especially where individuals
want to leave a message or wishes to the person being celebrated. The rose vines
pages are also great for creating a colorful personalized quote book. Whether the
journal is used to record personal thoughts, travels, life events, daily gratitudes, daily
tasks, quotes or notes, it doesn't matter. It provides a place to record. Creating a record
empowers you. It will inspire you. It will allow you to track your successes. It will help to
clarify your thoughts. If you make journaling a part of your daily life, it will forever
enhance your life. It will help you live a fuller life. It is the perfect size to take with you
anywhere you go. Just toss it in your bag or purse. The notebooks/journals make great
gifts for....yourself, holidays, friends, birthday, graduation, neighbors/co-workers,
teachers/students or gift baskets. Here are some of the uses of notebooks/journals...
personal thoughts quotes goals & goal tracking gratitudes doodles/sketches creative
writing mind mapping idea generation/brainstorming project planning recipes road
trips/travel adventures bucket lists to do lists/task tracking planner meditation and
reading notes Pick up a notebook/journal or maybe several notebooks to begin
journaling. Notebook/Journal General InfoDimensions = 6" x 9" (15.24 cm x
22.86)Pages = 101 Blank Pages/50 Sheets with "Color Me Too" Rose VinesCover =
Soft cover Note...Several summary/index pages were included so a Table of Content
can be created, if desired.
MINIMALIST AND STYLISH JOURNAL Whether for your desk at home, your work or in
your bag on the go this professionally designed 6x9 notebook provides the perfect
platform for you to record your thoughts. This Journals pre-lined pages are ready and
waiting to be filled. DETAILS: 120 Blank Lined White Pages Simple Stylish Typographic
Cover Art DIMENSIONS: 6x9 inches PERFECT FOR: Everyday Dairy Personal Journal
Wedding Planning Work Lists Creative Doodles College Planning
Sketch & Write Notebook - perfect gift idea for daughter, niece, little sister. Contains
110 pages with space for sketching/doodles plus writing on every page.6 x 9 size.White
paper with SOFT (full color) cover
An inspiring coloring book for your little girls who adore Madame Vice President. - 52
inspiring Notebook Doodles designs waiting to be filled with color. - Illustrations are
printed on single sides to prevent any bleed issue. - Large size (8.5 x 11 inches). Make the perfect gift for Birthday, Christmas, Xmas, Graduation, Back To School,
Easter. Great alternative to a card and more useful. Make a great gift for any occasion.
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Wellcrafted illustrations and designs that lay the groundwork for you to create your own
frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high
resolution to offer crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality
display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided page, so that you
can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover,
single-side pages can be framed to display your masterpieces.Professional design.
Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books
make a wonderful gifted item.
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The notebook's interior pages are designed as a combo coloring and blank page. Each
page has space to record some thoughts and to color the light gray butterflies &
flowers. This makes the notebook great for everyday use or for use as a special
notebook, such as, a wedding reception (as a sign-in book or as a message to the
couple) where you want to add a personal touch. The notebook also works at parties or
celebrations, especially where individuals want to leave a message or wishes to the
person being celebrated. The butterflies & flowers pages are also great for creating a
colorful personalized quote book. Whether the journal is used to record personal
thoughts, travels, life events, daily gratitudes, daily tasks, quotes or notes, it doesn't
matter. It provides a place to record. Creating a record empowers you. It will inspire
you. It will allow you to track your successes. It will help to clarify your thoughts. If you
make journaling a part of your daily life, it will forever enhance your life. It will help you
live a fuller life. It is the perfect size to take with you anywhere you go. Just toss it in
your bag or purse. The notebooks/journals make great gifts for....yourself, holidays,
friends, birthday, graduation, neighbors/co-workers, teachers/students or gift baskets.
Here are some of the uses of notebooks/journals... personal thoughts quotes goals &
goal tracking gratitudes doodles/sketches creative writing mind mapping idea
generation/brainstorming project planning recipes road trips/travel adventures bucket
lists to do lists/task tracking planner meditation and reading notes Pick up a
notebook/journal or maybe several notebooks to begin journaling. Notebook/Journal
General InfoDimensions = 6" x 9" (15.24 cm x 22.86)Pages = 101 Blank Pages/50
Sheets with "Color Me Too" Butterflies & FlowersCover = Soft cover Note...Several
summary/index pages were included so a Table of Content can be created, if desired.

Sketch & Write Notebook - beautiful gift idea for your daughter, sister, niece,
daughter's friend. Contains 110 pages with space for sketching/doodles plus
writing on every page.6 x 9 size.White paper with SOFT (full color) cover
Part of our "Color Me Too" Interior Pages notebook series. The interior pages are
designed as a combo coloring and blank notebook page. Each page has space
to record some thoughts and to color the light gray rose vines. This makes the
notebook great for everyday use or for use as a special notebook, such as, a
wedding reception (as a sign-in book or as a message to the couple) where you
want to add a personal touch. The notebook also works at parties or celebrations,
especially where individuals want to leave a message or wishes to the person
being celebrated. The rose vines pages are also great for creating a colorful
personalized quote book. Whether the journal is used to record personal
thoughts, travels, life events, daily gratitudes, daily tasks, quotes or notes, it
doesn't matter. It provides a place to record. Creating a record empowers you. It
will inspire you. It will allow you to track your successes. It will help to clarify your
thoughts. If you make journaling a part of your daily life, it will forever enhance
your life. It will help you live a fuller life. It is the perfect size to take with you
anywhere you go. Just toss it in your bag or purse. The notebooks/journals make
great gifts for....yourself, holidays, friends, birthday, graduation, neighbors/coworkers, teachers/students or gift baskets. Here are some of the uses of
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notebooks/journals... personal thoughts quotes goals & goal tracking gratitudes
doodles/sketches creative writing mind mapping idea generation/brainstorming
project planning recipes road trips/travel adventures bucket lists to do lists/task
tracking planner meditation and reading notes Notebook/Journal General Info
Dimensions = 6" x 9" (15.24 cm x 22.86) Pages = 101 Blank Pages/50 Sheets
with Color Me Too! Rose Vines Cover = Soft cover Note...Several summary/index
pages were included so a Table of Content can be created, if desired.
Part of our "Color Me Too" Interior Pages notebook series. The interior pages are
designed as a combo coloring and blank notebook page. Each page has space
to record some thoughts and to color the light gray rose vines. This makes the
notebook great for everyday use or for use as a special notebook, such as, a
wedding reception (as a sign-in book or as a message to the couple) where you
want to add a personal touch. The notebook also works at parties or celebrations,
especially where individuals want to leave a message or wishes to the person
being celebrated. The rose vines pages are also great for creating a colorful
personalized quote book. Whether the journal is used to record personal
thoughts, travels, life events, daily gratitudes, daily tasks, quotes or notes, it
doesn't matter. It provides a place to record. Creating a record empowers you. It
will inspire you. It will allow you to track your successes. It will help to clarify your
thoughts. If you make journaling a part of your daily life, it will forever enhance
your life. It will help you live a fuller life. It is the perfect size to take with you
anywhere you go. Just toss it in your bag or purse. The notebooks/journals make
great gifts for....yourself, holidays, friends, birthday, graduation, neighbors/coworkers, teachers/students or gift baskets. Here are some of the uses of
notebooks/journals... personal thoughts quotes goals & goal tracking gratitudes
doodles/sketches creative writing mind mapping idea generation/brainstorming
project planning recipes road trips/travel adventures bucket lists to do lists/task
tracking planner meditation and reading notes Pick up a notebook/journal or
maybe several notebooks to begin journaling. Notebook/Journal General Info
Dimensions = 6" x 9" (15.24 cm x 22.86) Pages = 101 Blank Pages/50 Sheets
with "Color Me Too" Rose Vines Cover = Soft cover Note...Several
summary/index pages were included so a Table of Content can be created, if
desired.
????????????????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????…… 75?????????75?????????
????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
??????Isabelline????????????????…… ???Chrome
yellow??????????????????????? ????Dragon’s blood???????????????……
???Puce???????????????????? ????Tyrian purple?????????????????
???Indigo??????????????????????? ????Imperial
yellow?????????????????????????? ??????ummy???????????????????……
?????Shocking pink??19????????????????? ????75?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……???????????
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???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????……???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????1841???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Do you have a passion for patterns? The importance and prevalence of both
color and pattern in the current design landscape is impossible to deny. Not only
is pattern a headliner in the fashion category, but bold pattern is also taking
center stage in home decor, paper goods, and accessories like no other time in
recent history. It's time to jump onto the scene with Color + Pattern! Masterful
pattern designer Khristian A. Howell will fill you with confidence and a fearless
use of color and an interest in all things pattern, so you can create your own
beautiful art that can be printed on fabrics, paper, and transfers. Fully illustrated
with a large and varied range of pattern designs, Color + Pattern highlights
leaders in the industry, showcasing how pattern design comes to life when it finds
its way onto perfectly paired products. Aside from sharing loads of gorgeous
work, Color + Pattern informs readers on the many different kinds of patterns and
terminology, exploring found patterns, sharing processes of creating patterns, as
well as showing ways to integrate pattern into many facets of real life with 50
exercises. After all color and pattern are meant to be fun, so design, color and
repeat!
Sketch & Write Notebook - beautiful gift idea for your 11 year old daughter, sister,
niece, daughter's friend. Contains 110 pages with space for sketching/doodles
plus writing on every page.6 x 9 size.White paper with SOFT (full color) cover
Gorgeous Faux Glitter Sketch & Write Notebook - perfect gift idea for daughter,
niece, little sister. Contains 110 pages with space for sketching/doodles plus
writing on every page.6 x 9 size.White paper with SOFT (full color) cover. Glitter
Effect cover means that you get the beautiful look of glitter WITHOUT the mess
of real glitter!
If you love to Doodle and Color in while you Journal in a lined Notebook, you will love
this creative workbook!Enjoy a variety of image themes to color in, with as many lined
pages to jot down your thoughts and doodles.190 pages of basic paperback quality, it is
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Notebook Doodles Amazing Me: Coloring & Activity BookDesign Originals
Discover 30 fashionable notebook doodle designs to color with watercolors, colored
pencils, markers, crayons, or gel pens.
Part of our "Color Me Too" Interior Pages notebook series...Butterflies and Flowers.
The notebook's interior pages are designed as a combo coloring and blank page. Each
page has space to record some thoughts and to color the light gray butterflies &
flowers. This makes the notebook great for everyday use or for use as a special
notebook, such as, a wedding reception (as a sign-in book or as a message to the
couple) where you want to add a personal touch. The notebook also works at parties or
celebrations, especially where individuals want to leave a message or wishes to the
person being celebrated. The butterflies & flowers pages are also great for creating a
colorful personalized quote book. Whether the journal is used to record personal
thoughts, travels, life events, daily gratitudes, daily tasks, quotes or notes, it doesn't
matter. It provides a place to record. Creating a record empowers you. It will inspire
you. It will allow you to track your successes. It will help to clarify your thoughts. If you
make journaling a part of your daily life, it will forever enhance your life. It will help you
live a fuller life. It is the perfect size to take with you anywhere you go. Just toss it in
your bag or purse. The notebooks/journals make great gifts for....yourself, holidays,
friends, birthday, graduation, neighbors/co-workers, teachers/students or gift baskets.
Here are some of the uses of notebooks/journals... personal thoughts quotes goals &
goal tracking gratitudes doodles/sketches creative writing mind mapping idea
generation/brainstorming project planning recipes road trips/travel adventures bucket
lists to do lists/task tracking planner meditation and reading notes Pick up a
notebook/journal or maybe several notebooks to begin journaling. Notebook/Journal
General Info Dimensions = 6" x 9" (15.24 cm x 22.86) Pages = 101 Blank Pages/50
Sheets with "Color Me Too" Butterflies & Flowers Cover = Soft cover Note...Several
summary/index pages were included so a Table of Content can be created, if desired.
Simplify your life and your note-taking with our Minimalist Notebook. The clean,
thoughtful design will ease your mind into focusing on the important things - your notes!
Made with love in the USA! Key words: notebooknotebook, notebook aesthetic,
notebook art, notebook and journal, a notebook for bad ideas, a notebook, a notebook
for graduating students for girls, a notebook at random, notebook black cover, notebook
black cover - size 8.5 x 11 inches 120 pages lined paper, notebook blank pages,
notebook bible, composition notebook college ruled, notebook college ruled, notebook
christian, notebook cover, notebook doodles coloring book, notebook doodles,
notebook doodles go girl, notebook doodles amazing me, notebook doodles super cute,
notebook empty, notebook entrepreneur, notebook enginer, journal notebook for
women, notebook for kids, valentine notebook gift, notebook gift, notebook girls,
notebook gift for kids, sister, dad, mom and lovers, notebook happy new year 2021,
notebook hunter x hunter, notebook healthy, notebook happy birthday, notebook
inspirational, notebook idea for street art graffiti, notebook independently published,
notebook inserts, notebook journal for women lined paper, notebook journal for women
2021, notebook kdp, notebook kids, notebook know how, notebook lined notebook
journal, notebook love, notebook lined, notebook lined paper, notebook motivation,
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notebook organizer, notebook planner, notebook paper, notebook paperback, notebook
planner 2021, notebook quotes, notebook quotes about love, notebook rainbow,
notebook refill, notebook religious, notebook school, notebook to do list, lined gratitude
journal, notebook black cover - size 8.5 x 11 inches 120 pages lined paper, lined
journals for writing, lined composition notebook, lined composition notebook for girls,
lined diary, lined journal notebook, lined lettering paper, lined notebook for writing, lined
paper journal, lined paper notebook, lined sketchbook, lined stationery, lined scratch
pads, lined writing paper for kids, lined writing notebook, lined writing journal, notebook
for women, journal notebook for business women, journal notebook for women,
notebook for boys, notebook for coworker, notebook for counselors, notebook for
drawing, writing, painting, sketching or doodling, notebook for drawing and writing,
notebook for drawing doodling or sketching, notebook for dad, notebook for employees,
notebook for engineers, notebook for entrepreneurs, notebook for friend, notebook for
ideas, notebook for journaling, notebook for journaling lined, notebook for kids girls,
notebook for kids to write, notebook for kids boys girls children students, notebook for
mom, notebook for memories, notebook for man, notebook for notes, notebook for
office, notebook for organized people, notebook for office women, notebook for note
taking, notebook for poems, notebook for quotes, notebook for students, notebook for
teachers, notebook for work, notebook for writing, notebook for your dreams, notebook
for you, notebook for your memories, lined journal, lined notebook
Cute school notebook, perfect for kids, tween girls, all who love fashion, nail polish, all
things kawaii! This kawaii nail polish theme college ruled lined notepad is a fun back to
school essential for young divas to take notes in class, use as a homework tracker,
summer vacation diary, writing story ideas, sketches, drawings, doodles & more! Easy
gift idea for kids who love cute Japanese culture, anime, manga, plush toys, stuffies,
collectible kawaii toys, etc. College ruled, so ideal for students in middle & high school
for a birthday, Christmas present, Easter basket stuffer. Great for elementary education
majors in college, teacher classroom assistants, lesson plans and a fun option for
parents as a kawaii theme birthday party favor. Measures 8.5" x 11", 120 pages/60
sheets, college ruled, square bound, 1 subject. Click the link above to Diva Dream
Press for more options in the Fabulous Fun Fashion Divas series and for more kids &
adult notebooks, pocket journals, gratitude journals, travel notebook diaries, daily
planners & calendars, composition books, sketch books, doodle books, to-do lists, diary
books, diaries, music sheets, song writing notebook journals, recipe trackers, graph
paper & more. *** Thanks for checking out our books! ***
Welcome to Charm Cove, Maine – where the Good are Wicked, and the Wicked are
Good… or maybe not. Moira Wicked is back home for good, no pun intended. She’s
settling in to help run Persnickety Potions & Gifts, her family’s store. Even though
she’s loath to admit it, she’s a bit relieved to be home. Here in Charm Cove, there’s
nothing unusual about the last name Wicked and it’s more uncommon to encounter
someone who isn’t a witch, rather than the other way around. Just when Moira thinks
life might be quieting down, there’s a spate of burglaries around town. It’s no accident
that the homes and businesses being targeted belong to witches. Once again, the ohso-charming Charm Cove is all atwitter. Amidst the undercover investigation, tourists
are still crowding the streets, seeking the, ahem, magic and charm of the little town.
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Potions & Gifts was one of the burglar’s targets. As if she didn’t already have enough
going on trying to hold her nosy family at bay. There’s still that pesky destinyshe’s
supposed to fulfill—specifically by marrying Liam Good. She might be on the way to
falling in love with Liam, but she’s not so sure about marriage yet. A Wicked is fated to
fall in love with a Good once every century. No pressure or anything. Take a visit to
Charm Cove, where Wicked meets Good and where you just might find there’s almost
always more than meets the eye. Keywords: Witch warlock wizard, cozy mystery
supernatural, women amateur sleuths, paranormal female protagonist, small town
romance psychic, second chance cat animal comedy fun humor
Discover 30 inspirational notebook doodle designs to color with watercolors, colored pencils,
markers, crayons, or gel pens.
Notebook Doodles Flowers isn't just another kid's coloring book! Its empowering art statements
are designed specifically for the design-savvy TWEEN who thinks kids books are too juvenile
and mom's adult coloring books are too, well... adult! Inside this book you'll find 30 beautiful
Notebook Doodles flower designs that are just waiting to be filled with color. You'll also find a
coloring art lesson, more than 20 inspiring color palettes, 8 pages of colored examples, and
inspiring quotes to go with every design. Not only is coloring fun and relaxing, it's also a
creative opportunity to be yourself by expressing how you feel through color. Whatever art
materials you love to use--watercolors, colored pencils, markers, crayons, gel pens--they will
look stunning on this high-quality, extra-thick paper. Each page is perforated, so when you're
done, it can easily be removed to hang up or give as a gift. Because the best part of creativity
is sharing it! Notebook Doodles Flowers joins Notebook Doodles Amazing Me!, Notebook
Doodles Color Swirl, Notebook Doodles Fabulous Fashion, Notebook Doodles Go Girl!,
Notebook Doodles Henna Style, Notebook Doodles Peace, Love, and Music, Notebook
Doodles Super Cute, Notebook Doodles Superstar, and Notebook Doodles Sweets & Treats in
the first contemporary coloring book series just for tweens! Notebook Doodles books offer a
fun, fresh, and exciting new coloring book series for tween girls ages 4 to 13
Sketch & Write Notebook - gift idea for cat lovers. Contains 110 pages with space for
sketching/doodles plus writing on every page.6 x 9 size.White paper with SOFT (full color)
cover
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